Abstract. The paper addresses the problem of recovering the execution of a multi-agent plan (MAP) when the occurrence of unexpected events (e.g., faults) may cause the failure of some actions. We deal with MAPs where actions are executed concurrently by a group of agents organized in teams; each team has to achieve a specific portion of the global goal of the given MAP. The MAP is decomposed into sub-plans and distributed among the agents in the system; each agent performs a local control loop on the progress of the sub-plan it is responsible for. At this local level of control, each agent has to on-line monitor the execution of the actions and, in case the occurrence of a fault causes an action failure, the agent has to repair (if possible) its own sub-plan by means of a replanning step. When such a local recovery mechanism is unable to recover from the action failure, a more powerful recovery strategy at team level is invoked. Such a strategy is based on the cooperation of agents within the same team: the agent in trouble asks another teammate, properly selected, to cooperate for recovering from a particular action failure. The cooperation is aimed at achieving the goal assigned to the agents' team despite the action failure and to this end the agents exchange each other their own sub-plans and sub-goals. A new plan for each cooperating agent is obtained (if possible) by means of a replanning step.
Introduction
Within the AI community there is a growing interest in the development of autonomous systems; i.e., systems which are able to react to unexpected events. In general the autonomy is achieved by establishing a closed loop of control feedback (control loop in short), which involves many activities such as (re-)planning, (re-)scheduling, on-line monitoring and diagnosis and (re-) configuration. While the issues for establishing a control loop have found appropriate solutions when a single agent behaves as supervisor of a system (a significant example in the field is the Livingstone architecture proposed in the Remote Agent Experiment [1] ), only recently there is a growing interest for establishing a control loop in a multi-agent scenario, where agents, organized in one or more teams, execute actions concurrently in a partially observable environment. Since the actual execution of a plan may be threatened [2] by the occurrence of unexpected events (e.g., faults in the functionalities of the agents), the task of executing a plan is critical and different Model-Based solutions for monitoring and diagnosing multi-agent plans have been proposed (see e.g., [3] [4] [5] ). While these approaches provide solutions to the problems of detecting and explaining action failures, they do not explicitly address the problem of how these pieces of information can be exploited to overcome such failures. In [6] we have proposed a control architecture where each agent is responsible for establishing a closed loop of control over the execution of the actions it performs. Within this local control loop each agent has to detect the failure of its actions, and to recover (if possible) from these action failures. In this paper we extend the architecture proposed in [6] by exploiting the organization of the agents in teams and by defining a more general level of control based on the notion of teammates. In fact, the organization in teams provides some advantages: first of all, as discussed in [7] , a multi-agent system represents an effective solution when it is structured so that just a small number of agents need to cooperate. Moreover, the organization in teams makes simpler the tasks of monitoring and diagnosis (see [8] ), and has also an impact on planning since a complex goal G can be decomposed into sub-goals each of which can be achieved by a specific team of agents.
In the paper we discuss a plan recovery strategy at the team level, where an agent in trouble calls for the cooperation of another teammate for recovering from an action failure. During the process of plan recovery at team level, the two teammates cooperate for achieving the goal assigned to their team despite the occurrence of the action failure; to this end the two agents exchange each other their own sub-plans and sub-goals and revise these sub-plans through a replanning process.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the high-level architecture of the control loop is discussed; in section 3 we describe the main characteristics of the multiagent plans we deal with, while in section 4 we briefly introduce the results inferred during the process of on-line supervision (monitoring + diagnosis) of a plan execution. In section 5 we discuss the process of plan recovery at team level. Finally, in section 6 we make some concluding remarks.
Control Loop Architecture
The architecture proposed in this paper is showed in Figure 1 . The agents in the system are organized in teams; for the sake of simplicity we assume that the teams are defined a priori and can not change over time. In the following, given the agent i, team(i) denotes the subset of agents in the same team of i. We assume that a human user, possibly by exploiting different planning tools, synthesizes a global plan P , which achieves some desired, complex goal G. More precisely, the plan P is a completely instantiated multi-agent plan; the formal definition of P is given in the next section, for the time being it is sufficient to consider P as a classical Partial-Order-Plan (POP) where actions are expressed in a STRIPS-like language.
As soon as the global plan P has been constructed, the Dispatcher module decomposes P in as many sub-plans as the available agents and assigns each sub-plan P i to the agent i. After this initial phase, each agent starts the execution of its own local plan, therefore at each time instant multiple actions are executed concurrently. During the execution of their actions, the agents receive observations about the changes occurring in the environment, however each agent i receives just observations about its own status, hence the agents have a limited view of the changes occurred in the environment. Observe that the agents may need the use of resources available in the environment. In principle, a subset of resources may be assigned to a specific team, however there may be resources that are shared among different teams. It follows that, even though each team considers just a portion of the global goal, the teams are not completely independent of one another and cooperation or interaction among teams is possible (or even needed). The cooperation among agents, belonging either to the same or to different teams, is achieved by means of services that an agent provides to the others. More precisely, a service is one of the effects of an action which results to be a precondition for other action(s).
Besides the execution of P also the control of the plan execution is distributed among the agents. In fact, each agent i performs a local control loop on the progress of its actions. This control loop at agent level involves the following modules. The Plan Execution Monitoring module (PEM) estimates the current status of the agent and detects the outcome of the action the agent is executing on the basis of the observations from the environment. Every time an action outcome is provided, the Fault Recovery Coordination module (FRC) evaluates whether the outcome is not nominal. In this case the FRC has to coordinate the recovery process: the FRC invokes the Local Recovery (LR) module in order to repair (if possible) the failure by means of a new local plan (to do this the LR module invokes the local Re-Planning module).
Unfortunately such a local plan may not exist, that is, the single agent may not be able to autonomously overcome an action failure. Since the recovery at local level is failed, the FRC is responsible for activating the recovery at team level. To this end, the FRC invokes the Team Recovery (TR) module which establishes a cooperation with another agent in the same team ( Figure 1 shows the communication channel between the TR modules of the agents A1 and A2, both in team-1 through which the cooperation is established). During the plan recovery at team level, the involved agents exchange each other their sub-goals and local plans in order to overcome, if possible, a detected action failure.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that in case the plan recovery fails both at local and at team level, the FRC module of the agent in trouble informs the human user about the occurred action failure. The user is responsible for adapting the global plan P and/or for revising the global goal G, by taking into account the actual health status of the agents in the systems; for example the global plan P could be revised by excluding the agent in trouble.
The Global Plan and the Local Plans
Global plan. A partial order plan is classically defined (see e.g., [9] ) as a directed acyclic graph POP= A, <, C , where A is the set of nodes representing the action instances the agents have to execute; < is a set of precedence links between actions (a precedence link a ≺ a ′ in < indicates that the action a must precede the execution of the action a ′ ); C is a set of causal links of the form l : a q → a ′ ; the link l indicates that the action a provides the action a ′ with the service q, where q is an atom occurring in the preconditions of a ′ . The class of multi-agent plans we deal with in the present paper is a subclass of the POP defined above. In fact, as in the POP case, we define P as the DAG A, <, C , where A, < and C have the same meanings, but we introduce the following requirements:
-Every action instance a ∈ A is assigned to a specific agent i ∈ T .
-All the actions assigned to the same agent i are totally ordered, i.e., for any pair of actions a and a ′ assigned to i, either a precedes a ′ or a ′ precedes a must hold. -The access to critical resources is ruled by means of causal links. For example, let's assume that both actions a, assigned to agent i, and a ′ , assigned to agent j, require the same critical resource res, in the plan P the causal link l : a f ree(res) → a ′ imposes that the action a ′ must be executed after action a, in particular the link l states that action a provides a ′ with the service of freeing the resource res. A multi-agent plan instance P satisfying the previous requirements can be synthesized by exploiting the POMP planner proposed by Boutilier et al. in [10] . Local Plans Given the global plan P , the Dispatcher module decomposes P into as many sub-plans as the number of the agents in the system. The decomposition is an easy task, which involves just the selection from P of all the actions an agent has to execute. Formally, the sub-plan for agent i is the tuple
where: A i is the subset of actions in P that agent i has to execute; < i is a total order relation defined over the actions in A i ; C i is a set of causal links a set of effects of a such that every atom q ∈ primary(a) satisfies at least one of the following conditions: -q ∈ G, i.e., q is an atom which appears in the global goal G of P -q is a service that agent i provides to another agent j, that is, there exists a causal link l : a q → a ′ , where a ∈ A i and a ′ ∈ A j . An action a such that primary(a) = ∅ is said a target action, the action is said simple otherwise. We assume that every simple actions in the plan provides (either directly or indirectly) a target action with a service. Given an action a ∈ A, depends-on(a) denotes the set of simple actions which directly or indirectly provide a with a service. The notion of target action will play a critical role during the process of plan recovery at team level; in fact when agent i detects a fault in its functionality preventing the execution of a target action a, the effects of a are the sub-goals that the agents i can send to another agent j (j ∈ team(i)) to recover from the failure of a. Running Example. In the paper we will use a simple example from the blocks world for illustrating the basic concepts of the proposal. Let us consider three agents A1, A2 and A3; A1 and A2, belonging to the same team team-1, have to move three blocks B1, B2, B3 from a source S1 to a target T 1. The two agents have to cooperate in order to achieve a specific configuration where the large block B3 is put on the small blocks B1 and B2. The agent A3, which is the only agent in team team-2, has to do a similar job moving blocks B4 and B5 from source S2 to destination T 2 (B5 must be placed on top of B4). We distinguish between two type of blocks: small and large. In its nominal behavior each agent can carry either two small blocks or a large one. The access to the source and target locations is constrained since just one agent at a time can take (release) a block within them. Moreover, there exists a further location, called PRK , which is not constrained and where the agents are positioned when they complete their sub-plans. Figure 2 shows a possible instance of multi-agent plan which achieves the target configuration of blocks. The global goal is decomposed into two sub-goals G1, achieved by the agents in team-1 and G2, assigned to team-2.
The plan is a DAG where nodes correspond to actions and edges correspond to precedence (dashed) or causal (solid) links. The causal links are labeled with the services an action provides to another one, for example the causal link from action 2 to action 5 is labeled with the service LOADED(A1,B1), which is both one of the effects of action 2 and one of the preconditions for the execution of action 5.
In Figure 2 , the grey, dashed rectangles highlight the sub-plans the Dispatcher produces and assigns to the three agents. It is easy to see that the sub-plans P 1 and P 2 have causal dependent actions (see the causal links l 1 , l 2 , l 3 and l 4 ); whereas the plan P 3 is completely independent from P 1 and P 2 . It follows that a failure in P 1 (P 2 ) may affect some actions in P 2 (P 1 ) and therefore it may threat the achievement of the sub-goal G1.
Plan Execution Monitoring and Diagnosis
Due to space reasons, in this section we just introduce the basic concepts of the on-line supervision task (monitoring + diagnosis), that each agent i has to perform over the execution of the actions it is responsible for. A formal and detailed description of the problem of supervising the plan execution has been addressed in [6, 5] . Action Outcome. As discussed in [2] , the actual execution of an action is threatened by the occurrence of unexpected events (e.g., faults), and therefore the outcome of an action may be not nominal. In order to supervise the execution of a multi-agent plan, the PEM module has to deal with not nominal action outcomes. In this paper we assume that the outcome of an action consists of two sets: achievedEffects and missedEffects; the former maintains all the actions effects achieved by the agent, while the latter maintains all the missed action effects. An action is considered successfully completed only when outcome(a).missedEffects=∅. Extended Action Model. To keep track of the (possible not nominal) outcome of the actions an agent executes, we need an action model which represents both the nominal and the anomalous behavior of the action itself. For such a modeling task, in [5] we have proposed a relational representation, which is able to deal with the non deterministic effects of the actions caused by the possible occurrence of faults.
In short, the extended model of an action a is a transition relation ∆ a , where every tuple d ∈ ∆ a models a possible change in the status of agent i, which may occur while i is executing a. Each tuple d has the form d = s t−1 , f ault, obs, s t . In particular, s t−1 and s t represent two agent states at time t − 1 and t respectively, each state is a complete assignment of values to the status variables of agent i. f ault indicates which fault must occur in order to cause a change of status from s t−1 to s t ; of course, in the transitions which model the nominal behavior f ault is empty. Finally, obs is a set of observations received by i after the execution of a.
For example, in our blocks world example the MOVE action can fail as a consequence of two types of faults: f-BRY and f-MOB. f-BRY affects the battery by reducing the level of power from the nominal high to the degraded low. An agent can complete a move action with power low iff the agent is empty or half loaded (i.e. the agent is carrying a small object only), the action fails otherwise. f-MOB affects the health status of the mobility functionality, which changes from the nominal OK to the anomalous broken; under this health status there is no way to complete the move action.
Agent Status. The status of agent i is represented by a set of status variables concerning for example the position of agent i and the health status of the functionalities of i (e.g., mobility and power). In [5] we have pointed out that the status of an agent can be predicted, at each time instant t, by exploiting the model of the action a the agent executes. However, since the action models are not deterministic and the system is only partially observable, the status of agent i can not be precisely predicted; in general, instead, the agent status is just estimated by means of a set of alternative states assumed by i at time t; this set is known in literature as belief state and will be denoted as B i t . As a consequence, in many cases, determining the health status of an agent is an hard task which requires diagnostic inferences (see [5] ).
Plan Recovery at Team Level

The basic strategy
In the previous section we have sketched how an agent i is able to determine the outcome of the actions it executes and how it can infer a diagnosis about the health status of its functionalities. In this section we show how these pieces of information can be used by the agent i to recover (if possible) from a detected action failure. In the control loop two different levels of recovery are considered: the one at the local level and the one at the team level. Plan recovery at local level. When the occurrence of a fault f causes the failure of an action a executed by agent i, agent i has first to detect the failure of such an action and then it tries to synthesize a new local plan N ewP i , that has to achieve the same goals of the original local plan P i independently of the actual health status of functionalities of agent i. The synthesis of the recovery plan N ewP i is performed by invoking the RePlanner module of agent i; observe that building N ewP i is an hard task and, as pointed out in [6] , in many cases such a plan N ewP i may not exist since the occurred fault may prevent the execution of some types of action. Plan recovery at team level. A more general recovery strategy consists in repairing the failure of action a, executed by agent i, by means of the help of another agent j, where the agents i and j are in the same team. This alternative strategy is referred to as plan recovery at team level ( team recovery for short). The team recovery involves two cooperating agents: the first is said requesting agent since it sends a "request of help"; the second is said cooperating agent as it changes its own local plan to satisfy the incoming requests. For the sake of simplicity we impose that at each time instant: 1) a requesting agent i can not send multiple requests to different agents but can send only one request to a specific agent j and 2) a cooperating agent j can accept just a cooperation request per time; if an agent receives more cooperation requests at the same time we assume that the agent accepts only one request (non-deterministically chosen) and rejects all the others. However, the described solution can be extended to the more general case where these assumptions are relaxed. As it is reasonable, at the same time instant, an agent can not behave both as requesting and as cooperating agent. After these premises, in the following we discuss which pieces of information the requesting and the cooperation agents need to exchange and how an action failure can be recovered from.
For the sake of clarity, as soon as we introduce new concepts we exemplify them by referring to the plan in the blocks world introduced in Figure 2 ). In particular, let us assume that action 8 fails as a consequence of the occurrence of fault f-BRY, thereby the move action can not be completed since the agent A2 is full loaded. In this case, it is easy to see that there is no way for agent A2 to move the block B3 from S1 to T 1, that is, the recovery of plan P 2 at local level fails. Composing a cooperation request. First of all we discuss how a requesting agent i is able to compose a cooperation request R; essentially this task requires three steps: 1) selecting a cooperating agent in team(i); 2) determining a set Q of services that the cooperating agent has to obtain in lieu of agent i; and 3) synthesizing a new local plan N ewP i for achieving a safe status where the resources currently used by agent i are released.
Selecting the cooperating agent. When agent i has to choose a cooperating agent in the team team(i), the following policy is adopted. If the failed action a provides, either directly or indirectly, a service to an action a ′ ∈ A j and team(i) = team(j ), then j is selected as cooperating agent. The cooperating agent is chosen randomly in team(i) otherwise. The basic idea of the previous policy is that, if agent i can no longer provide agent j with a service q, agent j is called for achieving the service q on its own. In fact, without the availability of the service q, agent j cannot complete its local plan P j as q is a precondition of at least one action in P j . On the contrary, when the effects of action a do not impact on the execution of other sub-plans (in this case the effects of a are part of the global goal of the plan), the cooperating agent is chosen randomly in team(i). In our example it is easy to see that action 9 indirectly provides the actions 4 and 5 (both assigned to agent A1), with some services, therefore agent A2 chooses A1 as cooperating agents.
Determining the set Q of services. Once the cooperating agent j has been selected, the requesting agent i has to determine the set Q of services to be included in the cooperation request. It is important to note that the set Q must be inferred taking into account the notion of target action. In fact, the effects of a simple action are relevant just for the agent which is responsible for; on the contrary, the effects of a target actions are meaningful for all the agents in team(i). In general the request agent i determines the set Q of primary services to submit to the cooperating agent j as follows: first agent i selects the set affectedTargetActions, which contains all the target actions in A i directly or indirectly affected by the failure of action a. The set Q is obtained as act∈affectedTargetActions primary(act ). For example, given the failure of action 9 we have that affectedTargetActions={9} and as a consequence Q={AT(B3,T1)}.
Achieving a safe status. As a last step before the invocation of the cooperating agent j, the requesting agent i has to assess whether its current health status allows it to lead the system in a safe status, where all the resources and objects currently acquired by i are released and made available to other agents (in particular to agent j). It is worth noting that in order to get such a safe status, the agent i has to synthesize a new local plan N ewP i , which may undo some of the actions the agent i has already executed. The synthesis of N ewP i may fail when some of the actions previously executed are not reversible or when the current health status of i prevents i to execute some particular action types; in both these situations the team recovery fails immediately. In our example, the safeStatus the agent A2 has to get is the set of the atoms {AT(B3, S1); FREE(S1)}; since a large block can be unloaded even when the power of an agent is low, the N ewP A2 achieving safeStatus exists and it is shown in Figure 5 .a. N ewP A2 consists in unloading the block B3 in position S1 and in leaving the location S1. Processing a cooperation request. Let us assume that the N ewP i exists, at this point the requesting agent i sends a cooperation request R= j, safeStatus, Q to the cooperating agent j. Observe that the request R conveys two important pieces of information for the cooperating agent j; while Q represents the set of services j has to get for accomplishing the request, the safeStatus indicates to j which resources and objects can be used for achieving Q. When the agent j receives the request R, it decides whether to serve R or not. In case the agent j accepts to satisfy R, it has to adjust its local plan P j in two ways: 1) find a new plan that achieves safeStatus and 2) find a new plan that from safeStatus achieves Q. In other words, first the agent j acquires the resources the agent i has set in safeStatus and then j plans for achieving the primary goals in Q. It is worth noting that the agent j itself may be impaired and, as a consequence of its not nominal health status, even j could not be able to perform some types of actions. Thus a plan which achieves both safeStatus and Q may not exist; in this case the agent j notifies the agent i about the failure of the team recovery process. In our simple example, since the heath status of the cooperating agent A1 is OK (A1 behaves nominally), there exists a new local plan N ewP A1 , showed in Figure 5 .b: first of all A1 moves from its current position in PRK to the source S1, then A1 loads the block B3 and moves it to the desired position T 1, after these steps the agent A1 has achieved the primary goal AT(B3,T1) the agent A2 was not able to get. The plan N ewP A1 includes also the actions previously assigned to A1 in order to move both B1 and B2 from S1 to T 1. Plans commitment. In case both N ewP i and N ewP j exist, the team recovery ends with a commitment phase. During this commitment phase the two agents exchange each other their new local plans in order to properly set the causal links among the actions they have to execute. In our example it is easy to see that the actions the agent A2 has to perform for leading the system in a safeStatus, must precede the actions assigned to agent A1, which instead achieve the services in Q. Figure 5 .c shows how the two agents set the causal links during the commitment phase. More precisely, the plans in Figure 5 .c are the new local plans the two agents A1 and A2 execute to achieve the sub-goal assigned them despite the occurrence of a fault in the battery of agent A2.
High-level algorithms.
In this section we briefly describe the high-level algorithms of the two main modules involved in the team level recovery, namely, the Fault Recovery Coordination (FRC) and the Team Recovery (TR) modules (see the control loop architecture in Figure 3) . The Fault Recovery Coordination module. The process of plan recovery is coordinated by the FRC module of each agent i. Given the outcome of the action a agent i has just executed, the FRC has the following tasks:
-Activates the plan recovery at local/team level (lines 01-06) : if the outcome of action a is not nominal (i.e., outcome(a).missedEffects = ∅) the FRC first invokes the LocalRecovery module (see [6] for details) in order to recover from the action failure by means of a local recovery plan N ewP i . In case the local recovery fails (N ewP i is empty) the FRC activates the team level recovery by invoking the TeamRecoveryRequest function (see Figure 4) , thereby agent i behaves as a requesting agent. Also in this case the recovery consists of a new local plan N ewP i which overcomes the failure of a; of course, when the team recovery fails N ewP i is empty.
-Accepts a cooperation request (lines 07-10): If the current action a has been successfully completed, agent i can accept a cooperation request (function TeamRecoveryCooperation in Figure 4) , and in this case agent i behaves as a cooperating agent. When the team recovery succeeds the new local plan N ewP i becomes the current plan of agent i, the plan P i is not modified otherwise.
-Propagates the action failure (lines 11-13): in case the plan recovery process fails both at local and at team level, the FRC module first propagates the failure of action a in the global plan (line 12) i.e., agent i informs the other agents that a subset of services can not be achieved, and then notifies the human user of the failure of action a (line 13). The Team Recovery module. The behavior of the requesting agent is outlined in the algorithm TeamRecovery-Request of Figure 4 and consists of the following main steps:
-Preliminaries(lines 01-05): first of all the agent i determines the cooperating agent j, the set Q of primary goals and the status safeStatus as described in the previous section. Moreover the agent tries to synthesizes a new local plan N ewP i whose goal is to achieve safeStatus. In particular, the Replanner module is invoked on the current agent status B i t , the current local plan P i , and the desired status safeStatus; the returned plan N ewP i (if exists) is a revised version of P i including both the actions for achieving safeStatus and the actions, previously included in P i , which have not been executed yet and are not affected by the fault occurred in agent i.
-Team cooperation(lines 06-11): If the N ewP i exists, the agent i sends a request to the cooperating agent j (line 07). The agent i waits a reply from the cooperating agent j, if the reply is ok the recovery at team level is succeeded and the two agents, i and j, activate the plan commitment phase. On the contrary, the team recovery is failed and the function TeamRecovery-Request returns an empty recovery plan. The behavior of the cooperating agent j is outlined in the algorithm TeamRecovery- Figure 4 and includes the following steps:
Cooperation of
-Accepts a cooperation request (line 01): j receives the request R.
-Adjusts the local plan(lines 02-03): in order to satisfy the request R, agent j adjusts its current plan P j in two ways: 1) j builds a new plan to get safeStatus (included in R), from its current status B j t and 2) build another plan that from safeStatus leads to a state where the services in Q are satisfied.
-Sends a reply(lines 04-05): in the last part of the algorithm, the cooperating agent j sends the result of the cooperation to agent i and, if required, activates the plan commitment phase.
Discussion and conclusions.
In this paper we have discussed a strategy aimed at recovering the execution of a multiagent plan from the occurrence of an action failure. Since the strategy is based on the cooperation between agents within the same team, we have referred to it as plan recovery at team level. The control architecture discussed in the paper represents an improvement w.r.t. other approaches presented in literature for multi-agent systems (see [3] [4] [5] ) since it does not only cover the detection of an action failure but addresses also the recovery step. In [6] we have discussed a plan recovery strategy, where each agent is responsible for recovering from the failure of the actions it executes. The introduction of the team level recovery makes the process of plan repair more flexible and robust since the team level recovery is able to overcome some of the failures which cannot be solved at the local level addressed in [6] ; as a consequence the amount of failures that the human user has to manage may be sensibly reduced.
Due to space reasons, the focus of the paper is on the methodological aspects of the plan recovery at team level. As concerns the implementation and performance issues, the on-line monitoring and diagnosis of a multi-agent plan are addressed in [5] , where a centralized approach is discussed, and in [8] which describes a distributed solution. In both these approaches we have advocated the use of the symbolic formalism of the Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) to efficiently encode the action models and the agent states. As concerns the replanning task, we have implemented a solution similar to the one discussed in [11] , which exploits an encoding of the actions via OBDD. The main difference w.r.t. [11] is represented by the use of the extended action models during the replanning phase. The adoption of OBDD plays a critical role in making efficient the on-line monitoring and diagnosis as well as the replanning step.
